Inside Green Lane Diary

The diaries are written for your students. They are packed with ideas, explanations, stories and facts to help you explore the big issues in your classroom.

Fast facts
These quick tidbits are useful to get your students motivated!

Wise words
Insightful quotes and sayings from leaders past and present. Use them as discussion starters.

Keywords to search
Use these search terms to help start your students learn about researching for more information. Use them to discuss how to find information effectively using search engines online.

Action idea!
Hands-on activities that will make a difference. Use the scrapbook to reflect and record progress.

Explore our website
Students can post messages sharing their activity, find useful information, watch videos and try the Action Tracker!

Green Lane Challenge
These are activity ideas linked to the chapter topic. Use them as in class activities, for fast finishers or homework tasks.

Green Lane Hero
Inspiring stories of kids and classes who are making a difference.

What is happening at your school?
Let us know and be featured as a Green Lane Hero in the 2014 Diary!

greenlanediary.org